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The theoreticalbasisfor the integratedfinite differencemethod (IFDM) is presentedto describea
powerfulnumericaltechniquefor solvingproblemsof groundwaterflow in porousmedia. The method
combinesthe advantagesof an integralformulation with the simplicityof finite differencegradientsand is
very convenientfor handlingmultidimensionalheterogeneous
systemscomposedof isotropicmaterials.
Three illustrative problems are solved to demonstratethat two- and three-dimensionalproblems are
handled with equal ease. Comparison of IFDM with the well-known finite element method (FEM)
indicatesthat both are conceptuallysimilar and differ mainly in the procedureadoptedfor measuring
spatialgradients.The IFDM includesa simplecriterionfor local stabilityand an efficientexplicit-implicit
iterativeschemefor marchingin the time domain. If sucha schemecan be incorporatedin a newversion
of FEM, it shouldbe possibleto developan improved numericaltechniquethat combinesthe inherent
advantagesof both methods.

INTRODUCTION

found in Dusinberre[1961]. Edwards[1972] usedthe IFDM in
developinga powerful computercodecalledTrump for calculating transient and steady state temperature distributionsin
multidimensionalsystems,and the following discussionwill be
based in large measure on the Trump program. Although
Trump can handle conductive,convective,and radiative heat

Numerical analysisof fluid flow through porous media in
problemswith complexgeometryis greatly facilitated by the
use of integral formulations. Perhapsthe most widely used
integral method is the finite element method (FEM), which
can be basedon variational principlesor the Galerkin aptransfer, we will restrict our attention to the heat conduction
proach.
In this paper we will describeanotherintegral formulation part of the program, since conductive heat transfer is conto fluidflowin porousmedia.
which has been successfully
usedto solve heat transfer prob- ceptually,similar
Consider
the
partial
differential equation for groundwater
lems in heterogeneousisotropic multidimensional flow re-

gions.Forreasons
thatwill become
cleariater,weshallcall

flow

this method the 'integratedfinite differencemethod' (IFDM).
div K grad c) + g = c •c)/•t
(1)
Although the method has been usedin studyinggroundwater
systems[Todd, 1959; Tysonand Weber,1964;Cooley, 1971],it For the sakeof simplicity,we shall assumeK and c in (1) to be
does not appear to have been widely employed in the field of constantand independentof 4, sothat (1) is a linear equation.
hydrogeology.
It isouropinion,
however,
thattheIFDM can We can spatially integrate (1) over a conveniently small
of
be a very powerful tool in analyzing heterogeneousground- finite subregionV of the flow regionand write [Encyclopedia
Science
and
Technology,
1960]
water systems with complex geometries. Furthermore, in
comparing the conceptualbasesof IFDM and FEM we find
that they have much in common.
(divK grad
qb+ g)dV = • cqb
dV (2)
The purpose of this paper is first to develop the IFDM
equationsand demonstratethe powerof the methodwith three We now use the divergencetheorem to convert the first term
differentproblems.We will then examinethe conceptualbases on the left-hand side to a surfaceintegral, and on the rightof both IFDM and FEM and attempt to identify those fea- hand side we assumethat c and 4 are averagevalues over V.
tureswhich give eachof thesetechniquesunique advantagesin Then
handlingspecificclassesof problems.Finally, we will consider
Kgrad•.ndS+ gV = CVo•
the possibility of developinga new technique which could
combine some of the unique advantagesof each method.
The central conceptof IFDM is to discretizethe total flow
INTEGRATED FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
domain into convenientlysmall subdomainsor 'elements'and
MacNeal [1953] is apparently the first worker to use the evaluate the mass balance in each element as indicated in (3).
IFDM approach, and he classifiedit as an 'asymmetricfinite Physically,the surfaceintegral on the !eft-hand side of (3) is

fs

difference
network.'
He usedthisapproach
in solving
second-

the summation

0•

(3)

of fluxes over the surface S and thus measures

order boundaryvalueproblems.Subsequently,
the methodhas the rate at which mass is accumulatingin the element, as
beenusedsuccessfully
for solvingheat transferproblems,and governedby initial and boundaryconditions.The right-hand
side converts the rate of accumulation of fluid into the correa good descriptionof the approachand relatedaspectscan be
sponding average time rate of changein potential over the
element.

Copyright¸ 1976by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
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To illustrate the IFDM, let the shadedregionin Figure 1 be
an element whose average properties are associatedwith a
representativenodal point rn = 6, which may be locatedanywhere within

or on the boundaries

of the element.

For max-

imum accuracy,interfacesbetweenelementsshould be perpendicular to the line joining the two nodal points and
intersectthat line at an appropriatemeanposition(arithmetic
mean of nondivergentcoordinates,log mean of cylindrical
radii, or geometricmean of sphericalradii). This ideal situation may be difficult to achieve in practice but should be
approximatedascloselyaspossible[Edwards,1972].In Figure
1, element rn is connectedto adjoining elementsn = 1-5.
Under theseconditionsthe finite differenceapproximationfor
(3) can be written

1961] or on the basis of an analysisof error propagation
[O'Brienet al., 1951;Evanset al., 1954;Narasimhan,!975] that
for each element rn, there is a critical time constant Atm such

that (5) is unstable if At > Atm. The magnitude of this
critical time constantis given by

At,•= c,•V,•/•

U,•.,•

(7)

where n now stands for all elements connected to element m.

Physically,At,,,represents
the approximatetime requiredfor
elementm to reactsignificantlyto changesin potentialin the
adjacentelementsto which m is connected[Edwards,1972].
Obviously,if At > Armfor any elementm, onewouldhaveto
use(6) insteadof (5) for thatparticularelementwith} _<3,< 1.
The implicit calculationsinherentin the applicationof (6)
can be carried out either with the help of matrix inversion
techniques
or with the helpof iterativetechniques.
TheTrump
computerprogram[Edwards,1972]employsan iterativetechwhere/•m.,•is the harmonicmeanpermeability
whenelements
nique basedon the generalizationof a methodsuggested
by
rn and n are composedof different materials.
Eoanset al. [1954]. Using this approachand recognizingthe
For appropriately
smallvaluesof At, (4) canbewrittenin a fact that the critical time stepAtmis definedfor eachelement,
stable explicit form as
Edwards[1972]hassuccessfully
incorporatedin Trump a techAt
niqueby whichexplicitcalculations
are carriedout for those
+
ø=
a4,
(5)
elements
where
At
<
Arm
and
implicit
calculationsfor the
cm V,•

at (4)

balance where At > Arm, with • _<3, _< 1. When the IFDM is

Here, U,•.,•= (Rm,,•A,•,,•)/D,•,,•is the 'conductance'
of the combinedwith the explicit-implicititerativeschemedeveloped
interface-separating
elementsrn and n and representsthe rate in Trump,it provides
a veryusefultool in analyzingfluidflow

of fluid transferper unit differencein potential betweennodal
points rn and n. The terms •,•0 and •0 representthe initial

values
of potentials
at thebeginning
oftheinterval
At.Equa-

problemsin heterogeneous
systems.
SOLUTIONS TO ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS

tion (5) can be directly usedto solvefor horn if the geometric
parametersA a.•, Da.•, and Va are provided as input data, in
addition to the material propertiesK and c.
If it is desired to use large values of At, then (4) can be
expressedimplicitly as

To illustratethe utility of the IFDM, we shall consider
three problemsfor which analyticalsolutionsare available.
The firs[ of thesehasbeenchosento demonstrate
the accuracy
that can be expectedfrom IFDM. The secondis designedto
demonstratethe ability of IFDM to solvethree-dimensional
At
problems.The lastexampleservesto illustratethe useof the
+
ø+
method in approachingsystemswith radially symmetric
geometry,in whichthe materialdistributioncan be asymmetric.
_
+
=
(6) • Theis problem. A classical problem in the field of
groundwaterhydrologyis that of nonsteadyradial flow to a
where 0 < X < 1. When X = 0, (6) reducesto the forwardwell discharging at a constant rate Q and piercing a
differencingscheme(5). When X = 1, (6) becomesa fully horizontally infinite homogeneous
and isotropicaquifer.The
implicitbackward-differencing
scheme,whileX = {•yieldsthe solutionto this problemis the well-known Theis[1935]equawell-known central-differencing,
or Crank-Nicholson,pro- tion
,
cedure. For unconditionalstability, X > }. Both prescribed
potential and prescribedflux boundariesor evenmixedbounds ---- du
(8)
'•/4Tt
U
ary conditionscan be suitably handled as describedby Edwards [1972] and Narasirnhan[1975].
It can be shown either from simple reasoning[Dusinberre, Pinderand Frind [1972]have shownhow the FEM developed
from the Galerkin

4

3

formulation

can be used to simulate the

Theissolution.They verifiedthe accuracyof their FEM results
in comparisonwith the analyticalsolutionusinglinearas well
asisoparametricelements.Their FEM meshconsisted
of only
ninenodalpointsalongany radial line from the well.To check
the accuracyof IFDM, we set up a mesh with nine nodal
points along a radial line such that the distancesfrom the

originwereidenticalto thoseof PinderandFrind[1972].They
report their resultsfor the node at r = 12.7 feet as shownin
Figure 2, but they do not indicatethe magnitudeof the time
steps used in obtaining these results. We solved the same
problem,usingIFDM and the mixedexplicit-implicitscheme
of Edwards[1972] with time stepsthat varied from an initial
value of At = 3.6 X l0 -8 s to a maximum

value of At = 5000 s

Fig. 1. An elementwith its representativenodal point in the IFDM

in reachinga total time of l0• s. In Figure2 we giveour results

network.

at r = 12.7 feet. It can be seen that over the time period
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Fig.2. ^ comparison
of numerical
results
withtheanalytical
solution for the Thcis problem.

studied,the IFDM resultscomparevery favorablywith the
analytical solution.
Continuous
pointsourceproblem. An advantageof formu-

latingthe governing
equationin the form of (5) or (6) is that Fig.3. A three-dimensional
IFDM networkof elements
for thepoint
sourceproblem.
theseequationsareequallyvalidin one,two, or threedimensions. Therefore the IFDM

can handle one-, two-, or three-

dimensional
problems
withequalease.To verifytheabilityof
IFDM

to handle three-dimensionalflow, we applied the

themixedexplicit-implicit
sche.
me.Themagnitude
of thetime
stepsvariedfrom 1 X 10-• to 8.5 X 10as.Thesimulation
took

methodto the problemof a continuouspoint sourcein an
isotropic
medium.The analyticalsolutionis givenby Carslaw

8.5 s of CDC 7600 machine time.

and Jaeger [1959] as

from the analyticalsolutionfor smallvaluesof time and at

Figures4a and4b showthatthe computed
results
deviate
small radial distances.However, we believe that the overall

erfc
q•(r,t) - q•0(r,
to)= Q•
4a-trr

•7•

(9)

agreement
with the analyticalsolutionis quitegood,andwe

concludethat the IFDM has successfully
beenusedin solving
this three-dimensionalproblem.
To solvetheaboveproblemin threedimensions
by usingthe

Fractureflow problem. The parallelplateformulationfor
IFDM, theflowregionwasvisualized
asa sphereenclosed
in a
flow
in a fractureis widelyusedby manyworkers[Snow,1965;
cube.Thusthe spherical
elements
nearthepointsourcegraduRomm,1966;Louis,1969;SharpandMaini, 1972;Wilsonand
ally losttheir curvaturein gradingoutwardto cubic-shaped
1974;Galeet al., 1974]and leadsto a fracture
elementsat the outer boundary(Figure 3). This was doneso Witherspoon,
that onecouldaccuratelysimulatesphericalsymmetrycloseto permeabilitydefinedas
the sourceand at the sametime allow for more generalcondik = pgb•'/12•
tions of flow near the outer limits. The flow region was everywhere subdivided into three-dimensional elements. From con-

(10)

However,when the fracturecloses,the surfacesdo not neces-

siderations
of symmetry
(eightoctantsin a cubeand three
102

Cartesianaxes) a wedge-shaped
portion of the flow region,
whosevolume is 1/24 of a cube, was chosenfor actual modeling,as is illustratedin Figure 3.
The shortestdistancefrom the point sourceto the outer

met•r•
6.6

boundaryof the wedgewas400 m. The meshconsisted
of 47
three-dimensional elements and 87 interfaces between ele-

.

ments.Owingto thecurvilinearnatureof theelements,
different nodalpointswerelocatedalongdifferentradiallinesfrom
the pointsource.Distancesfrom the sourceto nodalpoints

Anolyt,col
/
I

ioo

varied from 1 m for the closest to 593 m for the farthest, while

103

problemwassolvedwiththefollowingarbitraryparameters:
Q

Insteadof presenting
the data in dimensionless
form we can
demonstratethe overall accuracyin more detail by plotting

I

io•

• IO2 _

./
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I

io2

//

,a•

'•"/'

I

io•

Time,

elementvolumesrangedfrom 9.1 X 10-• to 1.09X 11Yma.The
= 103m3/s, K = 10-3 m/s, and c = 10-•' m-•. Impermeable
conditionswere assumedon all facesof the wedge-shaped
flow
region.
The resultsof the computationsare shown in Figure 4.
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Drowdown, meters

4a) and drawdownasa functionof distancefor varioustimes
Fig.4. A comparison
of thenumerical
results
withtheanalytical
(Figure4b) in comparisonto the analyticalsolution.The solutionfor the point sourceproblem:(a) time drawdownand (b)

problemwassolvedfrom0 to 10esin 683timecycles
byusing

distance drawdown.
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•0

sarily touch at every,point, and this becomesquite obvious
when any natural fracture is examinedin detail. This has led
some investigators[Louis, 1969; Sharp and Maini, 1972] to
suggestthat the exponentin (10) is somevaluelessthan 2 for a
fracture that is being closedunder normal stress.
In other work in this laboratory we are currently
investigatingthis problem using a single horizontal fracture
under conditionsof radial flow. The fracture is formed by two
cylindrical blocksof impermeablerock, 0.152 m in diameter,
each having smooth faces. Flow originates at a 0.0254-m-

!

i

I

O•

!

!

! i

•-Analytica
O Open fracture

• Partially
closed

• 20-

m

!

-

I0-

-

diameter hole in the center that is concentric with the external
0

boundary. If the circular fracture is open and the planar surfacesare parallel, then the steadystate flow is given by

Q = (2•rpgba/X½)/[12#
In (re/rt)]

(11)

I

m

I

I

I

l%.,
•o

r,

cm

Fig. 6. A comparisonof the numerical resultswith the analytical
solution for the fracture flow problem.

To investigate
thisproblem,
wehaveusedtheIFDM andset
up a flow net of elementsas shownin Figure 5. The flow region
has been discretizedinto 264 elementswith 456 interfaces,and
permeabilitywithin each elementis given by (10).
As a practicalproblem of interestin the laboratory work we

solvedan arbitrarycasewhereA½ = 21.09m of water(30 psi),
p = 1000kg/m a, # = 0.001 kg/m s, and b = 1.27 X l0 -4 m.

found to be 8.032 X
total

12(0.001) In (0.076/0.0127)

= 1.237X 10-4rna/s
We then solved the same problem, using IFDM and the
network shown in Figure 5 and obtained Q = 1.227 x 10-4
ma/s. Pressures should be a linear function of In r, and a

comparisonof IFDM resultswith those from the analytical
solution is shown in Figure 6. The agreementis very good.
Of considerablymore interestis the casewherethe fracture
partially closesand the areasof contactare impermeable.This
kind of heterogeneitycan be handled with the IFDM by
assumingthat certain elementswithin the network of Figure 5
have zero permeability. The resultsof a hypotheticalproblem
with a random distributionof impermeableelementsare given
in Figure 7. Here the pressurehead has been normalizedin
terms of percentof the injectionpressure.The pressureprofile
along line A B of Figure 7 is shownin Figure 6. For the same
apertureand flow conditionsasweregivenabove,the flow was

fracture

surface

caused

a

reduction

in

flow

of

approximately35%. Computer simulationsof carefullychosen
hypotheticalsituationsfor this kind of fracture flow can provide valuable assistancein analyzing laboratory data.

From (1 l) one can quickly compute

2r(1000)(9.8)(1.27X 10-4)a(21.09)

10-5 ma/s. In other words, the

impermeablecontact area that amountsto about 15% of the

COMPARISON OF IFDM

AND FEM

From the above discussion we have seen how the IFDM

can

be used to analyze transient fluid flow problems in
multidimensionalsystemswith complex geometry.The FEM
is alsowell suitedto suchproblems,and the questionwill arise
as to how the two methodscompare.A detailedanalysisis not
an easytask, and only a comparisonof the overall featureswill
be attempted here. Our purpose is to provide somecluesfor
choosingan approachto certain classesof problemsand also
to provide an insight into the developmentof new techniques
of analysisthat will combine the inherentadvantagesof both
IFDM

and FEM.

Although FEM equations can be developedfrom variational principles[Jat)andeland Witherspoon,1968]or physical
considerations[ Winslow,1966; Wilson,1968],mathematically,
the most directmethod is the Galerkin approach[Zienkiewicz

$o

o

Fig. 5. A two-dimensionalIFDM network of elementsfor the fracture flow problem.

Fig. 7. The pressuredistribution in a partially closedfracture.
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and Parekh, 1970; Pinder and Frind, 1972; Neuman, 1973,

1975]. In the following we will analyze the Galerkin
formulation of the FEM, and since the IFDM

uses a linear

approximationfor potential gradient,we will restrictour analysis of FEM to triangular elements where a linear
approximation is used.
In the Galerkin schemethe partial differentialequation is
first weightedwith an appropriateweightingfunctionand then
integrated.Thus after neglectingthe sourceterm in (2), we
have

•,• V' K•7•nckn
-- c Ot/
In writing (12) we have replaced ½ by the approximate
relation ½ • •,½,, where the repetition of n denotes
summationover n nodal points. The particular feature of the
Galerkin procedureis that the weightingfunction•m(xt) is the
sameas the coordinatefunction•,(xt) that is usedto approximate ½. In the FEM, which is a subdomain scheme,•m is
definedas unity at nodal point rn and zero at all other nodal
points.
In the simplestcaseinvolvinglinear elementsthe FEM flow

region is discretizedinto a series of appropriately small
triangles,within each of which ½ is assumedto vary linearly.
Thus •a alsovarieslinearly from a value of I at nodal point rn
to zero along the line connectingthe remaining two nodal
pointsof the triangular element.For isotropicmedia,K in (12)
is a scalar, and for anisotropic media, K is a second-rank
symmetricaltensor.

61

points. If rn lies on a boundary of the flow region where the
flux is prescribed,the surfaceintegralbecomesa known quantity.
Hence we need to concern ourselves only with the two
volume integralsin (13). Moreover, by definition,• has nonzero valuesonly in thoseelementsthat includenodal point rn.
Thus the summation implied in (13) actually meanssummation only over thosetriangular elementsat whoseapex rn lies.
We shall call the subdomaincomposedof thesetrianglesthe
'primary' elementof rn, while each triangular elementwill be
called a 'secondary'element(Figure 8).
Let us now considerthe first volume integral in (13) as
applied to secondaryelementII in Figure 8. It can be shown

[Narasimhan,
1975]thattheintegralfV•r•'KV•,q•, dV, evaluated with respectto nodal point rn, is simplythe flux normal
to the line connectingthe midpoints A and B of the sides
adjacentto rn, asis shownin Figure 9. Furthermore,if G is the
centroidof secondaryelement II, then becauseof the constant
gradient of ½ within the elementthe flux acrossthe line AB is
exactlyequalto the flux acrossthe line AGB. Henceextending
this approach to all secondaryelementsshown in Figure 8

leadsto theconclusion
that•_•fVtim'KVI•,½,dV isa summation of fluxes across the surface enclosingthe subregion
around nodal point m, as is shownin Figure 10.
Comparison of Figures 10 and 1 showsthat the weighted
integrationof the spatial integral in the Galerkin schemeand
the evaluationof the surfaceintegralin the IFDM both leadto
a summation

of fluxes across the surface of a subdomain

associatedexclusivelywith the nodal point of interest. This

Assuming
K andc to beconstant
withineachtriangularsummation
cantherefore
be interpreted
asthenetrateat
element
andmaking
useofGreen's
firstidentity
[Sokolnikoff
which
fluidisaccumulating
withintheexclusive
subdomain
andRedheifer,
1966],
wecanrewrite
(12)as
associated
withnodal
pointrn.
Theothervolumeintegralin (13),f•r•C•,q•,/•t dV,deter-

--

.•c•d

=0

(13)

In (13) the superscripte denotesa triangularelement,and the
summation denotesintegration over all elementsof the flow
region.One equationsuchas(13) is setup for eachnodalpoint
m at which the time rate of changeof potential is to be determined. Furthermore,the natureof the weightingfunction•a is
such that the surface integral is zero for all interior nodal

mineshow the fluid accumulatingin the exclusivesubdomain
of nodal point rn (Figure 10) is distributed within the subdomain so as to cause•m to changewith time. We will considertwo possiblewaysof interpretingthis integral.
First, let usreviewthe conventionalGalerkin procedure(12)
in which •,•, (•)
is substitutedfor • in the time derivative.
Assumingthat c is constant within e and recognizingthat
•m(xt) is independentof time, we get

•m
cO"•nC•n
dV= • ce •m•n
-•-dV

3

4

Primary element
m--6

5
n=l

Secondary
element

Fig. 8. Primary and secondaryelementsof a FEM network.

(14)
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the nondiagonalcapacitymatrix of (15) leadsto an algorithm
requiring both a larger computer storagerequirementand a
largernumberof computationaloperationsthan the algorithm
derivedfrom the diagonalcapacitymatrix resultingfrom (16).
In summary,when m is an interior nodal point, the surface
integral in (13) disappears,and dependingon the choice of
(15) or (16) the FEM equationscan be written in either of the
following two forms:

n=$

The conventional

m:6
Fig. 9.

B

n:2

An expandedview of secondaryelement II in Figure 8.

form

- fv.•rnø
K•i,•c),•
dV
=Zc'
.

UsingFelippa's
[1966]evaluation
of freeman
dV for triangular
elements, we can rewrite (14) as

Galerkin

The modified

Galerkin

Ot

• • Ot

ocl
Ot/J

(17)

form

at .• 3
Ot
where •/•t

and •/•t

• • Ot

Ot/J

are time derivativesat the remain-

Comparisonof (18) with (5) or (6) showsthat the modified
Galerkin form is similar to the IFDM exceptfor the difference
in the procedureusedfor evaluatingthe gradient of 4. Comparisonof (17) with (5) or (6) showsthat the conventional
Galerkin procedureis conceptuallysimilarto IFDM in associating an exclusivesubdomainwith eachnodal point of interest
and summingthe surfacefluxesto evaluatethe effect of the

ing two nodal points of elemente. If we recognizethat the
exclusivesubdomainassociatedwith nodal point m in Figure
l0 is one third of the area of the entire pentagon,(15) may be
taken to imply that •½•/•t, which is an averagevalue representative of one sixth of the area of the pentagon, can be rate of fluid accumulation within the subdomain.
The interestingfact that emergesout of a comparisonof
interpretedas the mean rate of changein potential over one
half of the shadedsubregionin Figure 10. Over the remaining IFDM with FEM is that the chief difference between the two
half of this subregionthe accumulatingfluid is assumedto be methodslies in the manner in which the spatialgradientsin ½
are evaluated.The I FD M employsthe simplefinite difference
distributed in accordancewith the averagetime rates •/•t
approximationand is thus constrainedto a measurementof
at the neighboringnodal points of m.
Thesecond
wayto interpret
theintegral
•ve•C ••/•t
dV gradientsnormal to a givensurfaceand restrictedto first-order
is to considerthat the net rate of fluid accumulationarisingout approximations.As a resultit cannothandlegeneraltensorial
of the first volume integral in (13) is distributed in such a quantities,•incethey requireevaluationof tangentialgradients
fashionwithin the shadedsubregionin Figure l0 that the time alongthe referencesurfacein additionto the normalgradient.
rate of changein potentialis uniformthroughoutthe exclusive Moreover,when the spatialvariation of 4 is rapid, the IFDM
subdomain.This would imply that in the secondvolume in- would require a large number of mesh points to simulate
linear
tegralin (13) we shouldreplace••/•t
by •/•t,
whichis accuratelythe rapid variationof 4 in termsof successive
now the mean rate of changein potential over the exclusive segments.
The FEM, on the other hand, by settingup a surface4 =
subdomainof nodal point m. Accordingto this interpretation
•,•4,• for the variation of potential over an elemental region,
we get insteadof (15)
achievesa very general and powerful form of expressingthe
spatialvariation of 4. As a result,the FEM is not only well
suitedfor handling general tensorialparameters(e.g., stress,
permeability, dispersion) but is also well suited to the
utilization of higher-order surfaces,which can approximate
the rapid spatial variation of 4 with greater accuracy.

• fv,•c-•
-dV

at •
at.•c' , •,•cl
v- 04/'

3

(16)

The right-hand side of (15) leadsto a nondiagonalcapacity
Exclusive
matrix, while the right-hand side of (16) leads to a diagonal
subdomoin of rn
form. In attempting to extend the conventionalGalerkin approach in (15) to the quasi-linear problem of unsaturated4
saturated groundwater flow, Neuman [1973, 1975] found that
he could not get a convergentsolution unlesshe diagonalized
the capacitymatrix as was donein (16). He reasonedthat since
the Galerkin approximationappliesonly at a given instant of
time, the time derivative in the governingequation should be
determined independentlyof the orthogonalizationprocess.
Emery and Carson [1971] also indicate a preferencefor an
5
FEM approach in which the time derivativeis treated as it is in
(16) rather than as it is in (15). Equation (16) also conformsto
the purely physical developmentof the FEM equations of Fig. 10. An evaluationof the Galerkin spatial integral for nodal

Winslow[1966],andWilson[1968].It may be notedherethat

point rn.
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The basic integration schemein the FEM involveseval- while others are mainly a matter of convention. If suitable
uation of volumeintegrals.Hencethe FEM has to choose,at changesin convention could be made, it appearsthat one
the outset, a coordinatesystemof known symmetry,usually could combine the advantagesof both methodsand develop
Cartesian. In addition, to facilitate evaluation of the volume an improved numerical process.
As was discussedearlier, the modified Galerkin approach
integral,the elementalvolumehasto have a simpleshapethe
volume of which can be expressed
as a simplefunctionof its (18) is conceptuallysimilar to (5) or (6) of the IFDM. An
dimensions.As a result, when the flow domain has a complex analysisof (18) has shown [Neurnanand Narasimhan,1976]
geometrywith mixedsymmetry,the FEM hasto approximate that for this equation,not only is it possibleto definea local
the domain by usingfundamentalshapessuchas trianglesor stability criterion similar to (7) of the IFDM, but it is also
criteria for the numersquares,which may not alwaysbe easy.To someextent,this possibleto establishlocal convergence
difficulty can be overcomeby resortingto higher-orderiso- ical equation. Furthermore, (18) has also been found to be
amenableto the iterative solutionschemeof Eoanset al. [1954]
parametric elements.
In the case of IFDM, which basically evaluatessurface on which the explicit-implicit procedureof Trump is based.
fluxes and in which geometricalparametersare provided as Thereforeby incorporating(18) into the Trump algorithmwe
input information, there is no restrictionon choosingany have been able to developa new mixed explicit-implicit combasic elemental shape.Therefore arbitrarily shapedelements puter schemefor solvingdiffusion-typeproblems[Neumanand
can be chosenjudiciouslynot only to handlemixedsymmetries Narasimhan, 1976; Narasimhan et al., 1976].
(as was done in Figure 3) but also to fit complexboundaries
CONCLUSIONS
with a small number of elements.A very desirablefeature of
The theoretical basis for the integrated finite difference
the IFDM is that it can, in a simple way, handle complex
boundariesand still retain a linear approximationfor potential method revealsa rather simplebut powerful numericaltechvariation.
niquefor solvinggroundwaterflow problems.Exampleshave
In the IFDM, care must be taken to designthe meshso that beenprovidedto demonstratethat the IFDM as incorporated
problemswith
the linesjoining nodal pointscoincidewith the normalsto the in Trump can handletwo- or three-dimensional
interfacesbetweenthe points. This restriction,as well as the ease.
A comparisonof IFDM and FEM indicatesthat each of
requirementfor providing geometricalparametersas input
data, may requireaddedeffort in the designof networksfor these integral methods has distinct advantagesin handling
complexproblems.To someextent, this effort can be min- certainclassesof problems.The modifiedGalerkin form of the
almostthe sameas the IFDM exceptfor
imized by developingauxiliary computersprograms
for mesh FEM is conceptually
and input data generation.On the other hand, the designof the differencein the procedureusedin evaluatingthe gradient
the FEM mesh may be lessrestrictive,since the geometric of •. This suggeststhe possibilityof developinga new FEM
parametersare generatedimplicitlyin the volumeintegration. code that can incorporatethe explicit-implicititerative soluHowever, even in the FEM it may be necessaryto have basic tion schemein Trump and thuscombinethe advantages
that
elementswith someregularityof shape(e.g., to avoid obtuse- are inherent in both IFDM and FEM.
angledtriangles)in order to avoid undesirablematrix properNOTATION
ties that affect the efficiencyof the solution process[Neuman
and Narasimhan,1976;Narasimhanet aL, 1976].
/l,•.,• area of interfacebetweenelementsrn and n in IFDM ß
(L:).
Certain apparentdifferences
betweenIFDM and FEM arise
b fracture aperture (L).
mostly owing to the conventionsand customaryprocedures
that are followed.

If we look at the conventional

Galerkin

c specific
fluidcapacityor specific
storage(1,/L).

form of the FEM equation(17), we note that the equationfor D,,,,• distancebetweennodalpointsrn and n in IFDM.
g flow rate per unit volume(l/T) or accelerationdue to
nodal point rn also containsthe unknowntime derivativesat
gravity in the fractureflow problem(L/T:).
the neighboringnodal points n. Hence the set of equations
arising out of (17) would have to be solved as a set of
g,,, flow rate per unit volumeof elementrn (l/T).
K hydraulicconductivity(L/T).
simultaneousequationsinvolvingtheseunknowns.In other
words, (17) cannot be solvedexplicitly, even for small time /•,,,,,, meanhydraulicconductivity
betweenelements
rn and
n (L/T).
steps.On the other hand, the modifiedGalerkin equationin
rn subscriptusedto denotean elementor a nodal point
(18), which is similar to the IFDM (5) or (6), can be solved
explicitly or implicitly as required.
n subscriptusedto denotean elementor a nodal point
In addition to their simplicity, an added advantageof
I FDM equationsis that local stabilityconditionsare easierto
n unit outer normal to a surface (1).
define(7), and this hasenabledthe developmentof an optimal
explicit-implicitprocedureused in the program Trump. The
Q flow rate (L3/T)
r
radial distance (L).
IFDM has also been amenableto the developmentof a sucre radial distanceto external boundary in fracture flow
cessfuliterative schemethat has producedsatisfactoryresults
problem (L).
for a wide class of problems [Edwards, 1972; Narasimhan,
r• radial distance to internal boundary in fracture flow
1975].The resultof usingsucha schemeis that IFDM is not
problem (œ).
constrainedby the need for optimal numbering of nodal
S storagecoefficientin Theisequation(1) or surfaceof
points,as is the casein someFEM schemes.Furthermore,a
integration.
singlecomputerprogramis ableto handleone-,two- or threet time (T).
dimensionalproblems,and the size of a problem does not
T coefficientof transmissibilityin Theis equation(La/T).
necessarilydependon its dimensionality.
From the above discussion of IFDM and FEM we have seen
U,,,,,• conductancebetweenelementsm and n (La/T).

thatsomeof thediffe'rences
areintrinsic
in themethods
used,

V

volume (L3).
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volume of elementm (LB).
area of triangular element e.
diffusivity (L•'/T).
weight given to the backward-differencingoperation
in the implicit scheme(1).
viscosityof fluid (M/LT).
function to expressthe variation of potential over an
elemente in the FEM or the Galerkin weightingfunction (1).
weighting function pertaining to nodal point rn.
density of fluid (M/LB).
fluid potential or hydraulic head (L).
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